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ABSTRACT: Small airway (SA) inflammation in asthmatics is poorly understood.
Surgical biopsies to obtain peripheral lung tissue are seldom justified in asthmatics.
Therefore, the authors hypothesised that transbronchial biopsy could be an alternative
approach to evaluate SA in asthma.

Transbronchial and endobronchial biopsy tissue samples (TBBX and EBBX) from 12
severe asthmatics were evaluated for airway and parenchymal total inflammatory cell
count expressed as the sum of immunostained T-cells (CD3), macrophages (CD68),
mast cells (tryptase AA1), neutrophils (neutrophil elastase) and eosinophils (EG2) per
mm2. The large airways (LA) were evaluated in EBBXs, while SA, medium airways
(MA) and alveolar tissue (AT) were evaluated in TBBXs.

When cell counts from SA, MA, LA and AT were compared, SA had a significantly
higher cell count than MA or LA (SA 1011?mm-2 (539–1,290), MA 346?mm-2

(223–415), LA 332?mm-2 (189–416), AT 464?mm-2 (298–834)). The cell density and
pattern of the inflammatory cell distribution in subjects with TBBXs appeared similar to
those in three severe asthmatics whose inflammatory cells were analysed in surgical
tissue samples.

This study suggests that small airway may be identified and analysed in
transbronchial biopsy tissue samples and therefore transbronchial biopsy tissue samples
could expand the analysis of inflammation and tissue remodelling in asthma.
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Airway inflammation is a predominant element of
asthma pathology. Although differences in morpho-
metric approaches exist, analysis of endobronchial
biopsy tissue obtained through the flexible fiberoptic
bronchoscope has confirmed the presence of inflam-
matory cells in the large airways (LA) from newly
diagnosed asthma patients, as well as from severe
patients on high doses of anti-inflammatory medica-
tions [1, 2].

Physiological and pathological studies suggest that
inflammation in asthma is present in the small airways
(SA), and perhaps the lung parenchyma [2–9].
Unfortunately, these distal regions of the lung have
been difficult to evaluate due to the invasiveness of the
open lung/thoracoscopic biopsy procedure required to
obtain tissue. Transbronchial biopsy tissue samples
(TBBX) have been traditionally used in interstitial
lung diseases for pathological diagnoses, often based
on descriptive pathological assessment alone [10–13].
While morphometric analysis of alveolar tissue (AT)
(only) in TBBX has been reported [2, 5, 9, 14, 15],
morphometric analysis of airway tissue in TBBX, as
a separate lung tissue compartment has not been
performed.

The authors hypothesised that SA tissue can be
sampled in TBBXs and that the density of the
inflammatory cell infiltrate in severe asthmatics9 SAs

will be higher than in the LAs. Therefore, the total
number of inflammatory cells per area of tissue was
chosen as the primary parameter to follow through
the central and peripheral airways and in the lung
parenchyma of severe asthmatics. Additionally, the
total numbers of inflammatory cells in the airways and
parenchyma of subjects with TBBX were evaluated
in association with data from three severe asthmatics
whose SA inflammation could be characterised from
multiple complete airways from surgically obtained
lung tissue samples.

Material and methods

Tissue acquisition

Concurrent endobronchial biopsy tissue samples
(EBBXs) and TBBXs were obtained from 12 severe,
steroid-dependent asthma patients referred to the
National Jewish Medical and Research Center for
evaluation and treatment of their disease. Broncho-
scopies were performed as described previously [2, 16].
Briefly, subjects were premedicated with atropine
(0.6 mg) and codeine (30–60 mg) intramuscularly,
and nebulised albuterol. Lidocaine (v400 mg total)
was used as a local anaesthetic for upper and lower
airways. The bronchoscope was passed and endobron-
chial biopsies performed at the carina under directFor editorial comments see pages 247 and 249.
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visualisation (usually from the third to fourth airway),
followed by transbronchial biopsies performed under
fluoroscopic guidance. The transbronchial biopsies
were done by passing the forceps (FB-15c-1; Olympus
Inc., Melville, NY, USA or KA1811S; Pentax,
Orangeburg, NY, USA) into a lateral subsegment
of the left or right lower lobe, 1–2 cm from the
fluoroscopically visualised lung perimeter. The forceps
was then withdrawn 2–3 cm, the cup opened and the
forceps re-advanced one-half the original distance.
Two to four TBBX were obtained per subject. The
subjects received oxygen and vital signs were moni-
tored throughout the procedure.

In the group of subjects with surgical tissue samples
(STSs), peripheral lung tissue samples were obtained
by thoracoscopic/open lung biopsy from three severe
asthmatics refractory to high doses of oral steroids
and standard asthma medications and studied for
clinical reasons to rule out other diagnoses, of which
none were found. For two of these subjects concur-
rent EBBXs were available for analysis. One subject
underwent endobronchial, transbronchial and open
lung biopsy on the same day. The tissue from this
subject was included in both the TBBX group (the
subject9s EBBX and TBBX) and the STS group (the
subject9s STS).

This study was approved by the Institutional
Review Board of the National Jewish Medical and
Research Center. All subjects gave informed consent.

Tissue processing

TBBXs and EBBXs were acetone fixed (at -20uC
overnight) and embedded in glycol methacrylate
(GMA) resin [9]. Tissue blocks were stored at -20uC
in airtight containers with dessicant.

STSs from two subjects were fixed in acetone and
embedded in GMA as described previously. The third
subject9s STSs were fixed in 10% formalin and
embedded in paraffin.

Airway classification

Small airways (SA) in TBBX were defined as airway
tissue without cartilage and/or mucous glands, which
had AT attached to it. Small airways in STS were
defined as membranous airways with a subepithelial
basement membrane perimeter of v6 mm, in the
absence of cartilage and/or mucous glands in the
airway wall [6]. Figure 1 shows typical small airways
from TBBX and STS.

Medium airways (MA) in TBBX were defined as
airway tissue that contained cartilage and/or mucous
glands and distal from the third to fourth generation
airways.

Large airways (LA) were defined as airway tissue
obtained through endobronchial biopsy, usually from
the third to fourth generation airways.

Immunostaining

Serial 2 mm sections were cut from well-oriented
tissue blocks. Immunostaining was performed as

reported previously using Vectastain Elite ABC Kits
(Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA) [17].
Tissue sections were immunostained for the T-cell
marker CD3, monocyte/macrophage marker CD68,
mast cell tryptase AA1, neutrophil elastase (all from
Dako, Carpinteria, CA, USA) and eosinophil cationic
protein EG2 (Pharmacia, Uppsala, Sweden). Figure 2
shows an example of mast cell tryptase immuno-
staining in TBBX and STS.

Morphometric analysis

Positively stained nucleated cells in LA, MA and
SA were counted in the area between the subepithelial
basement membrane and the smooth muscle layer,
excluding blood vessels, mucous glands and areas of
bleeding. A smooth muscle layer was observed in all
SA. The cell count in the AT was analysed only in
TBBX tissue containing SA, with AT attached to the
SA wall. AT cell counts in STS were analysed in the
area surrounding SA, excluding areas of damage and
bleeding. To obtain cell density, cell numbers were
normalised per area of tissue analysed. The area of
tissue was measured using computerised imaging
system and Scion Image software (National Institute
of Health).

The total inflammatory cell count was expressed as
the sum of all cell types?mm-2.

The coefficient of variation in cell counts by the
same observer or two different observers for the same
sections was ¡7%.

Statistical analysis

Overall comparisons of data from different lung
regions were analysed initially using the nonpara-
metric Kruskal-Wallis variation of the Wilcoxon test.
If a significant difference existed (pv0.05), the Tukey-
Kramer test was used to identify statistically signifi-
cant differences between the different lung regions
[18].

Results

Subject characteristics

The 14 subjects studied were severe asthmatics with
difficult-to-control asthma, requiring frequent urgent
or emergent healthcare. These asthmatics met pub-
lished criteria for severe disease [2, 16]. They had a
forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1) of
v70% of predicted, with at least a 15% improve-
ment in FEV1 postbronchodilator. Along with other
asthma medications (long acting b-agonists, leuko-
triene modulators, theophylline and short-acting
b-agonists), they were taking w10 mg?day-1 of pre-
dnisone or equivalent for at least 75% of the previous
year. Eleven subjects were on oral steroid therapy,
eight of them also using moderate-to-high doses of
inhaled steroids. The remaining three subjects were
maintained on high doses of inhaled steroids only,
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with frequent courses of oral steroids in the past year
such that they were on them the majority of the time.

These subjects had no other underlying diseases and
none were current smokers (three subjects were former
smokers with 1, 3.4 and 5 pack-yrs, respectively). They
represented a homogenous group in terms of sex (six
females and eight males), age (median 38 yrs (inter-
quartile range 32–43)) and FEV1 (46% (37–56)).

Morphometric analysis

Twenty-nine TBBXs from twelve subjects (average
2.4 (range 2–4) samples per subject) were examined for
the presence of airway mucosa. There were 13 TBBXs
(45%) with airway tissue: eight (28%) with SA and five
(17%) with MA. Seven subjects had SA tissue only,
one subject had both SA and MA tissue and four
subjects had MA tissue only.

As the sampling of the different lung sites was
performed concurrently, the distributions of cells

among the distinct lung regions were individually
compared.

Distribution of inflammatory cell counts in medium
airways, large airways, small airways and alveolar
tissue. The distribution of inflammatory cell counts
in MA, LA, SA and AT are shown in figure 3. The
overall difference among inflammatory cell counts in
the three airway sizes and AT was significant (p=0.008).
The inflammatory cell count in SA (median 1011?mm-2

(interquartile range 539–1290)) was significantly higher
(pv0.05) than in MA (346?mm-2 (223–415)) and LA
(332?mm-2 (189–416)), and not different (p=0.09) from
AT (464?mm-2 (298–834)).

For the subject that underwent endobronchial,
transbronchial and open lung biopsy on the same
day, four SA and AT were evaluated in the STS and
MA in TBBX. The counts of this subject followed
the pattern of inflammatory cell distribution seen in
both the TBBX and STS group, with a large differ-
ence between LA and SA cell counts (89?mm-2 in
LA versus 2777?mm-2 in SA). The subject9s MA cell

a)

b)

Fig. 2. – Mast cell tryptase immunostaining in small airways from
a) transbronchial biopsy and from b) surgical tissue sample.
Internal scale bar=60 mm.

a)

b)

Fig. 1. – Representative photomicrographs of small airways in
a) transbronchial biopsy and in b) surgical tissue sample. Solid
and open arrows indicate small airway inner wall and outer wall,
respectively. Haematoxylin–eosin staining. SM: smooth muscle.
Internal scale bar=30 mm.
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count (181?mm-2) was similar to the LA count, while
the AT cell count of 905?mm-2 was similar to SA. A
similar pattern of total cell counts was seen in every
subject9s tissue except one (fig. 3b).

As presented in table 1, the percentages of lympho-
cytes, mast cells and neutrophils were similar in all
lung regions. The percentage of eosinophils was not
statistically different, although only one subject had
eosinophils in SA. The percentage of monocytes/
macrophages increased from proximal to distal lung
and was significantly higher in AT than in LA
(p=0.02).

Relationship of the transbronchial biopsy tissue samples
data to the surgical tissue samples data. The relation-
ship of the TBBX data to the STS data is shown
in figure 3a. In the three subjects with STS, the SA
morphometric analysis was performed in twelve
complete SA cross-sections, with 2–6 SAs per
subject. The cell count for each subject in that group
was averaged. The inflammatory cell counts from the
TBBXs for all airway sizes and AT overlap the data
from the STS group of subjects. The small sample
size of STS group limits statistical comparison.

Discussion

An increased awareness of the role of small airways
in the pathophysiology of asthma requires that a
suitable technique is developed to evaluate these
peripheral airways in living asthmatics. A method
that could balance risk and benefit in asthmatics of
varying severity would be a significant step towards
the exploration of peripheral lung changes. Thoraco-
scopic or open lung biopsy is, because of its invasi-
veness, rarely performed even in severe asthmatics.
Transbronchial biopsy, although less invasive than
surgical interventions, is not routinely performed in
asthmatics, probably because of the potentially higher
risk over endobronchial biopsy and the common
perception that alveolar tissue pathological events are
of minimal importance to the pathogenesis of asthma.
However, the experience reported here with trans-
bronchial biopsy tissue sampling suggests that, in
addition to alveolar tissue, small airway tissue can be
identified and evaluated in TBBXs.

This is the first transbronchial biopsy tissue study
to morphometrically evaluate airway tissue found
in TBBXs and to compare those inflammatory cell
counts with large airways. Previous studies and the
present authors own experience with small airways
analysed in STS have suggested that high numbers of
inflammatory cells may be present in small airways of
asthmatics [3, 7, 19]. Therefore, inflammatory cell
density was used in this study as an indicator of the
difference between proximal and distal airways.

Although the airway9s subepithelial basement
membrane (internal) perimeter may be one of the
most reliable parameters in defining a small airway,
the internal perimeter cannot be used to define small
airways in TBBX, as entire airway cross-sections are
not available. Nevertheless, this study suggests that
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Fig. 3. – Inflammatory cell densities in severe asthmatics with
transbronchial biopsy tissue samples ($) and surgical tissue
samples ()). a) Inflammatory cell densities in small airways,
medium airways, large airways and alveolar tissue. Crossbars
represent medians. *: pv0.05. Overall p=0.008. b) Distribution of
inflammatory cell counts throughout different lung regions as
recorded in each study subject.

Table 1. – Percentages of inflammatory cells in severe asthmatics with concurrent endobronchial and transbronchial
biopsy

Lymphocytes % Monocytes/macrophages % Mast cells % Neutrophils % Eosinophils %

Large airway 22 (15–44) 16 (13–28) 14 (6–22) 33 (19–47) 1 (0–8)
Medium airway 11 (4–24) 26 (23–31) 26 (15–39) 9 (4–45) 0 (0–29)
Small airway 5 (0–28) 29 (16–42) 20 (7–34) 31 (5–42) 0 (0–0)
Alveolar tissue 4 (0–19) 40 (32–47) 20 (15–27) 29 (21–43) 3 (0–5)
p-value# 0.2 0.02 0.22 0.68 0.08

Data are presented as median (interquartile range) unless otherwise stated. #: p-value for comparison of the particular cell
type percentages in all four lung regions.
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when the airway perimeter cannot be measured (as in
TBBX), the histological characteristics may suffice to
differentiate the two different kinds of airway tissue
found in TBBXs. Small airways in TBBX resemble
membranous bronchioles, lacking cartilage and/or
mucous glands and with alveolar tissue attached to
airway wall. Conversely, medium airways in TBBX,
with cartilage and/or mucous glands in the airway wall,
are histologically similar to bronchi. The term "medium
airway" was used to emphasise the distal lung biopsy
origin for airway tissue, but with a histological profile
that was similar to proximal airways. Such classifi-
cation of airways in TBBX was supported by distinct
total inflammatory cell counts. Small airway cell
counts were 3–12-fold higher than those recorded in
the corresponding large or medium airways, where the
cell counts were surprisingly similar to each other.
When all lung regions were compared, the small
airway had the highest inflammatory cell count.
Interestingly, the ratio of individual inflammatory
cell types was similar among all lung regions, except
for the expected increased percentage of monocytes/
macrophages in alveolar tissue.

As a reference tissue for the density of inflammatory
cells in small airways from TBBX a total of 12 small
airways were evaluated from STS. Cross-sections of
multiple well-defined small airways were available for
analysis in each of three subjects with STS. Unfortu-
nately, direct statistical comparison of small airways
from TBBX with those in STS was not possible due to
the inevitably small number of asthmatics with STS
and the inherent heterogeneity of the disease. Never-
theless, the observation that the cell counts in the
small airways from TBBX and STS fall within the
same range, suggests that they represent a similar lung
region.

In this study, it cannot be excluded that small
airway cell counts were relatively higher because
inhaled steroids (taken by 11 out of 14 subjects)
decreased the large airway cell counts. However, when
comparing large airway cell count data from normal
subjects, mild, moderate and severe asthmatics (from
76 subjects in total, stored in a large database in the
laboratory), severe asthmatics tended to have higher
rather than lower large airway cell counts as com-
pared to the other groups (data not shown). A formal
TBBX study before and after inhaled steroids would
be required to prove this concept.

It is important to expand studies of asthma to the
distal lung. Although small, pathological studies of
asthmatics suggest that inflammatory and/or struc-
tural changes in the small airways could influence
asthma pathophysiology [2–9], studies to confirm or
deny that possibility are nonexistent. An increasing
proportion of the population suffers from this
disorder and treatment remains inadequate in many
cases. A better understanding of the nature and extent
of their disease, as obtained from transbronchial
biopsies, could eventually result in improvement in
treatment. If disease is present and clinically impor-
tant in the small airways and lung parenchyma, then
improving delivery of medications to these regions of
the lung, either through better aerosol or systemic
delivery, could improve long-term outcomes.

Unfortunately, with new invasive types of research
in a disease like asthma, the paradox that the inva-
siveness of the procedure limits the performance of the
procedure must be dealt with, which is necessary
before conclusions can be made on the usefulness of
the procedure. In this study an average of 2.4 TBBXs
per subject were obtained and 28% of these contained
small airway tissue. Increased numbers of TBBXs per
patient would likely result in a higher yield of small
airway tissue. As suggested by DESCOMBES et al. [11],
five to six samples per subject would likely assure
the presence of small airway tissue in at least one
sample. However, as with the procedure itself, until
the potential scientific usefulness of this procedure can
be confirmed, the increased risk that accompanies
the increased sampling is not likely to be accepted as
a routine procedure in asthma studies.

Transbronchial biopsy is not, however, without
risks. Investigators at the National Jewish Medical
and Research Center have performed w90 transbron-
chial biopsies in subjects with mild-to-severe asthma.
There has been one pneumothorax, which was treated
conservatively. While the risk of this procedure is
greater than that of endobronchial biopsies, severe
asthma remains a disease with a high degree of morbidity
(and even mortality). The present authors believe that
the increased risk of transbronchial biopsy is justified,
particularly when these studies are carried out at
centres with a record of success in invasive studies and
when the subjects are clearly informed of the risk of
the intervention. Accordingly, transbronchial biopsy
procedures should only be performed by experienced
investigators, in a research setting until they are
proven to be helpful in asthma studies.

In conclusion, the results of this study suggest that
small airway tissue can be identified in transbronchial
biopsy tissue samples and that it is histologically
different from medium airway tissue also found in
transbronchial biopsy tissue samples. Small airways
from severe asthmatics have significantly higher
numbers of inflammatory cells than medium airways
or large airways. The higher numbers of inflammatory
cells in small airways identified in transbronchial
biopsy tissue samples are consistent with the cell
numbers found in intact small airways identified in
surgical tissue samples from this study and other
studies [7, 19]. To assess the ultimate value of trans-
bronchial biopsy for peripheral airway studies in
asthma, more studies of transbronchial biopsy tissue
samples in mild and moderate, as well as in severe
asthmatics are necessary.
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